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The hyperbranched (HB) polymer-grafted (PG) carbon blacks (CB) have the possibility of
utilizing as a support of catalyst and enzyme, and a curing agent of epoxy resi, because they have
much terminal an-Lino or hydroxyl groups. The postgrafting of crystalline polymer onto

B PG CB and

the sensing of environmental pollutant by the conductive composite prepared from the polyrnerpostgrafted CB was discussed. The grafting of ply(amidoan-Lide) onto CB surface was achieved by
repeating either Michael addition of methyl arylate to auno group on the surface or the arnidation of
the resulting terminal methyl ester group with ethylene diamine. HB polyester onto CB surface was
grafted by stepwise growth of 2,2-bis(hydroxymethyl)propionic acid (bis-MPA) from surface carboxyl
and hydroxyl groups on CB as a core in the presence of p-toluenesulfonic acid (p-TSA). The one-pot
grafting of HB polyester onto CB as core was also achieved by the polycondensation of bis-MPA in the
presence of p-TSA, Postgrafting of crystalline polymer onto HB polymer-grafted CB was achieved by
the reaction of terminal amino or hydroxyl groups of grafted chain with COCI-ten-ninated crystalline
polymer. The electric resistance of the composite prepared from crystalline polymer-postgrafted CB was
found to increase drastically in hexane, containing environmental pollutant, such as chloroform and
trichloroethane. and returned immediately to the initial resistance when it was transferred into pure
hexane. Based on the above results, it is concluded that the composite can be used as a novel sensor for
environmental pollutant in solution.
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